Cross-View Action Recognition Over Heterogeneous Feature Spaces.
In cross-view action recognition, what you saw in one view is different from what you recognize in another view, since the data distribution even the feature space can change from one view to another. In this paper, we address the problem of transferring action models learned in one view (source view) to another different view (target view), where action instances from these two views are represented by heterogeneous features. A novel learning method, called heterogeneous transfer discriminant-analysis of canonical correlations (HTDCC), is proposed to discover a discriminative common feature space for linking source view and target view to transfer knowledge between them. Two projection matrices are learned to, respectively, map data from the source view and the target view into a common feature space via simultaneously minimizing the canonical correlations of interclass training data, maximizing the canonical correlations of intraclass training data, and reducing the data distribution mismatch between the source and target views in the common feature space. In our method, the source view and the target view neither share any common features nor have any corresponding action instances. Moreover, our HTDCC method is capable of handling only a few or even no labeled samples available in the target view, and can also be easily extended to the situation of multiple source views. We additionally propose a weighting learning framework for multiple source views adaptation to effectively leverage action knowledge learned from multiple source views for the recognition task in the target view. Under this framework, different source views are assigned different weights according to their different relevances to the target view. Each weight represents how contributive the corresponding source view is to the target view. Extensive experiments on the IXMAS data set demonstrate the effectiveness of HTDCC on learning the common feature space for heterogeneous cross-view action recognition. In addition, the weighting learning framework can achieve promising results on automatically adapting multiple transferred source-view knowledge to the target view.